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or columns.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid increase of the blog, cost reduction,
information disclosure is a huge number and variety of
information has become public open to the public on the
web site. However, this kind of information is can’t use
proper, because so many repeated existed and has many
useless or useless information in the blog space.
Recommend useful information resources attract blog
according to user’s different search requests, it is
necessary to evaluate their characteristic point of view,
and the user information navigation.

This paper presents a method to estimate the analysis of
the characteristics of the information source of their
information transmission network in the blog space son.
Information diffusion network is extraction blog climb up a
topic or a real event, including influential source of
information. This network, a directed acyclic graph, can
be divided into the son the influence of network information
resources. Because of the shape and structure of each
child, the content of the network depends on information
source; we can estimate the characteristics of an
information source. The information we experience comes
to us continuously over time, assembled from many small
pieces, and conveyed through social networks as well as
other means. The merging of information, network
structure, and flow over time opens interesting questions
about the large-scale behavior information networks.

Even though the diffusion of information has been an active
research area recently [7], [12], [26], [28], modeling the
diffusion in social networks has proven to be a challenging
task. It is difficult to obtain large scale diffusion data and
to identify and track on a large scale the elements, such
as recommendations [25], links [27], [28], tags [8], [7],
topics [3], phrases or “memes” [26], that spread and
propagate through networks. Even if one does obtain large
scale real-world diffusion data, however, the issue of
modeling the underlying process stil l remains.
Traditionally, models of diffusion and cascading behavior
have formalized the spread of ideas, information and
influence as processes taking place on social and
information networks [13], [15], [31], where each individual
node is either active (infected, influenced) or inactive, and
active nodes can then spread the contagion (information,
influence, disease) along the edges of the underlying
network. Parameter estimation of such models is
challenging due to the heterogeneity of the nodes and
data sparsely. Only recently has the availability of large
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social network and corresponding diffusion data made it
possible to estimate such models in practice [14], [30].
When using such models and fitting them to real-world
data one makes several assumptions: (a) complete
network data is available, (b) contagion can only spread
over the edges of the underlying network, (c) the structure
of the network itself is sufficient to explain the observed
behavior. However, in many scenarios, the network over
which diffusion takes place is in fact implicit or even
unknown. Commonly, we only observe when nodes got
“infected ” but not who infected them. In case of information
propagation, people usually discover new information
without explicitly acknowledging the source. In word of
mouth and viral marketing settings, we only observe people
purchasing products or adopting new behaviors without
explicitly. Similarly, in virus propagation, we observe
people getting infected without knowing who infected them.
Moreover, many times an activation of a node is not just a
function of the social network but also depends on many
other factors like imitation and regency. For example,
people prefer the most recent information, and they
discover new information or make decisions by using
many different means, like the search engines, media
sites, online forums and blogs or employing their social
networks. Thus, even though flows of information and
influence have traditionally been thought of as diffusion
processes over underlying social networks [13], [15], [29],
[31] existing models and formulations may be too
constrained to capture the complexity of the underlying
phenomena.

To quantify the properties of the son network, we focus on
three different basic structure means information
scattered, information collection, and information
transmission. We can estimate the characteristics of
information resources, from the three aspects.

Since the network dimension-force theory is put forward
in 2004 [1], some scholars some of the main theoretical
research in network information according to this theory,
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and the diffusion according to the theory, Network
dimension-force including communication power, Suffer
force support information exchange in the entire network,
and it is the existing basis of another two forces. The
clustering force diffusion and share information the largest
amount. The information time-quantity the number of
efficiency availability is big and time efficiency is short,
from this view in the network space information diffusion
can be seen as a process, in this process the information
time. The effectiveness and efficiency of the number
change over time. In the network dimension-force
information diffusion influence of information have
facilitation time effect and number efficiency. And the
reality of space, the network information transmission in
space has much more widely diffusion area and spread
much shorter, this means network dimension-force can
be convenient. This time-quantity number of effectiveness
in the big and time effectiveness is effective short can
fully reflect the influence of the network dimension-force
information diffusion, so we can describe the network
dimension-force influence through research time-quantity
effect information diffusion. However, there are two
important problems Exist. The first question is, time and
efficiency availability is the number two objects; therefore,
we need to the two subjects focused on an object to
describe network dimension-force influence. The second
the problem is, the influence of the information diffusion
from the reality of factors space and cyberspace and the
influence factors of network space, should go to the skin
scribe the influence of network dimension-force
respectively. The two problems become key analysis the
influence of the network dimension-force information
spread. A proper dispersion model is the key to solve the
two important problems. In the consultation related in the
domestic and foreign literature [11], now have less
research information diffusion model in cyberspace, but
there are a lot of research diffusion model geographical
particles and similar technology information. These studies
provide us comparison and references. Now there are
three lead factors diffusion model in space. They are
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complex system model, the maximum entropy model and
the transition probability model. Complex system model
is the most public model in the spread of information
research.

Here we solve these problems will be through the
development of a model spread no network in the dominant
knowledge is necessary. Not predict which nodes in the
network will infect other nodes, we focus on modeling the
world influence of diffusion rate through the nodes (implicit)
network. The spread of the model often ignored time. In
the era of discrete and. Instead, we accurate model not
only each node has influence, but also in the spread with
the passage of time how to spread in the works. Consider
the spread of information network media, in no explicit
network dissemination of information. Along with the
information transmission, a blog or a web site is “infected”
when it comes to the information. In this case the personal
and websites may in different behavior methods: news
agency play amplification, blog for two as early detection
and elaborators (or response Chambers), when the
mainstream media give a person a kind of dominant. For
example, some web sites as “influential” or early people.
The blog and the mainstream media are driving new
content into the system of different way [22], [11], and
usually generated content is regarded as a blog the more
credible than with the mainstream media [21]. This paper
aims to develop understanding rise and decline rate of
diffusion mechanism as time goes on. What is causing
some information waterfall growth? Big, why others are
still small? And what are the part different participants in
the spread of the dynamic? We consider the change
means diffusion-based framework and establish the view
of literature to the social influence [10] [20]. We formulated
the linear influence model (LIM) started the number of
new infections that node depend on other nodes are
infection of the past. We then the number of new infections
model node as a function other node of the infected the
past time. In these models, each node has a related
influence function it. Then the number of node new
infections in time t is the influence of the function of infected
by the time the node T. Back to our sample information
diffusion, us the assumption of the number of web sites
(i.e. node) mentioned that specific information depends
on other websites mentioned the information in advance.

Random the cellular automata model is established is
the main representative above type. This model can be
reflect the reality of the position is extremely through
diffusion simulation, but can’t describe a specific spread
process. By focusing on information inflow and outflow in
the diffusion of space. This model can describe quantitative
information diffusion, but it only concerns the spread of
the special space and can’t describe concrete diffusion
process to take place on a node. Transition probability
model is usually used to study technology diffusion. There
is some representative research such as technology
innovation diffusion. The efficiency of the information and
quantity in Cartesian coordinate system effectiveness and
her they use to describe the intersection of the influence

network dimension-force. Her research can reflect the
influence of network dimension-force intuitive but still less
quantitative. This paper is based on the further investigation
in the above research. There are two major kinds of point’s
innovation as follows.

2. Extraction of Information Diffusion Network

We present a method to extract an information diffusion
network from the search results of a blog search engine
as follows:

2.1 Searching and Crawling Blog Entries for a Topic
Analysis information diffusion exactly, we should only
related information extraction a theme or a real-the affairs
of the world. Therefore, we are looking for in blogs and
inquire about a topic or an event, in the blog contains in
search results to climb. We use blog search engines such
as yahoo Japan and Technorati Japan. Because a blog
search engine results returned by their creation time, we
use a two-step approach to collect in the blog over a period
of time. At the start of the search, we are looking for in the
blog search range climbed to the blog search engine to
collect old in the blog search created before time began.
Next, we are looking for new blog climb to keep up with
the changes intermittent days, or weeks.

2.2 Extraction of Hyperlinks in Body of Blog Entry
The content of the link only extraction related blog post,
we identify the body and extraction blog link. Because
blog entry is producing different blog service or projects,
often similar in structure, extraction for the following four
types of areas of the main body of the blog.

1) A region enclosed with a pair of special comments used
for Google AdSense.

2) A region enclosed with a pair of “div” elements, whose
class attribute name is a specified one for the blog service.

3) A region enclosed with a pair of “div” or “td ” elements
with body text similar to text specified in an RDF’s “dc:
description” attribute.

4) A selected region enclosed with a pair of “div” or “td ”
elements in consideration of text length, the amount of
punctuation, and ratio of anchor text.

3. Information Diffusion Analysis

3.1 Identifying Sub network that Information Source
Affects
To estimate the influence of each information source upon
the blog space, we identify the sub network that is
reachable from the information source in an information
diffusion network and analyze its information diffusion
properties.

An information diffusion network is G = (V, E). V is a set of
nodes, and a node of V is v

i
 (i = 1, ..., |V |). E is a set of

edges, and a directed edge of E from a node v
i
 to a node

v
j
  is e

ij
 ( j = 1, ..., |V |).
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The sub network G
k
 = (V

k
, E

k
) that is reachable from an

information source v
k 
(1 ≤ k ≤ |V |) is defined as

V
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| v
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= v
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∨ directed_path (v
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)}

E
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= {e

ij 
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k 
∨ v
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∈ v
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}

   (1)
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Where directed_path (v
k 

, v
i
) is true if there is a directed

path from v
k
 to v

i
. V

k
 always contains an end node v

j 
of e

ij
if V

k 
contains the start node. Furthermore, we handle cases

where does not contain but contains  to consider the
influence of information gather structures (described
below).

The relation between information sources and subnet-
works is shown in Figure 1. A node indicated by a star is
an information source, and the region enclosed by dashed
lines is its sub network. There may be an overlap region
between two sub networks as in the case of information
sources 1 and 2. A sub network may also include another
sub network as in the case of information sources 2 and
3.

3.2 Basic Structure Units of Information Diffusion
Networks
To analyze the properties of sub networks, we consider
directed 2-edge connected sub-graphs, which are basic
structure units of an information diffusion network and its
sub-networks.

Figure 1. Relation between information sources and
their sub-networks

1
2

3

(1)                  (2)                            (3)

Figure 2. Directed 2-edge connected sub graphs

In a directed acyclic graph such as an information diffusion
network, as described in this paper, there are three types
of directed 2-edge connected sub graphs as basic
structure units: a pair of edges from the same node (Figure
2-(1)), a pair of edges to the same node (Figure 2-(2)),
and a pair of edges in which the start node of one edge is
the end node of the other edge (Figure 2-(3)). Each basic

structure unit is related to the basic phenomena of
information diffusion: information scattering, information
gathering, and information transmitting. Therefore, we call
them information scatter structures (Figure 2-(1)),
information gather structures (Figure 2-(2)), and information
transmit structures (Figure 2-(3)) in this paper.

3.3 Quantification of Information Diffusion Properties
To quantify the information diffusion properties of each
information source on the blog space, we analyze the
basic structure units in each sub network.

The number of each basic structure unit that is contained
in the sub network G

k
 = (V

k 
, E

k
) that is reachable from an

information source v
k 
(1 ≤ k ≤ |V |) is defined as

N
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Here, d
in 

(v
i
) is the in-degree of a node v

i 
and d

out 
(v

i 
) is the

out-degree of a node .

To make the basic structure units comparable with each
other, we normalized them by using the number of nodes
|V

k 
| of a sub network G

k
. Then, the information scatter

degree P
s 

(G
k
), information gather degree P

g 
(G

k
), and

information transmit degree P
t 
(G

k
) are defined as

P
s 
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We use these three measures of information diffusion
performance level information source.

The three measures have different characteristics.
Dispersion degree of quantitative information has many
wide attracted from blog attention. This is similar to the
in-degree in a hyperlink network, but information is
scattered degree of target not only adjacent node, but
also contains subnet. The degree of information gathered,
often source of information is co-referenced a variety of
sources of information. Information transmission is of
quantitative information spread by how many steps degree
reputation. Note that bloggers tend to bypass the nodes
and the source link among middle node information, if not
to give you additional information.
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4. Evaluation

4.1 Description of Data Sets
We evaluated the identification ability and the
characteristics of P

s 
(G

k 
), P

g 
(G

k 
) and P

t 
(G

k 
). Table 1 shows

the datasets used for evaluation. Note that we used
Japanese queries for collecting blog entries but translated
them to English in this table. Each query was selected
according to an event in the real world as follows.

1) iPhone 3G came to the Japanese market.

2) Google Street View was released in Japan.

3) Controversy and cancellation of WaiWai, which was a
column of the Mainichi Daily News newspaper.

4) Copyright infringement of Chidejika, which is the official
mascot of the National Association of Commercial
Broadcasters in Japan.

5) Google Japanese input was released.

6) Apple announced the iPad.

The period was extracted by analyzing collected blog
entries.

The number of blog entries was calculated after removing
duplicates and invalidly dated blog entries caused by
incorrect clock settings. The number of hyperlinks in the
bodies of blog entries was calculated after URL filtering
as described in Section IV-E2.

Table 2 shows the basic information of information diffusion
networks that are extracted from data sets. The number
of information sources (ISs) depends on the choice of T. If
a smaller T is chosen, the total number of information
sources will be increased but incorrect information sources
will also be increased. In this work, we chose a T for
which the number of information sources, which are
extracted using T, is between 30 and 50. The number of
extracted nodes of each data set is not high in comparison
to the number of blog entries included in the data set.
Therefore, we can use the complex algorithm analysis
the network because their size is not very big. However,
there is a problem, extraction of network scale is too small,
and analysis of data set if the topic not becomes popular.

The ratio of the number of the nodes in the blog activity
depends on the topic of data set. It may be the impact on
the blog space topic. A not active topics, a large and
complex network not extraction method is useless.
However, this is not a serious problem, because there are
not many information sources and such a topic a user
can investigate them easily.

4.2 Visualization
Understand their characteristics and the relationship
between the information transmission network and
information resources and blog, our system can use visual
information transmission network Jung (Java universal
network/graph framework) [12]. Visualization result for
each information transmission network as shown in figure
3. The network structure is by Fruchterman Reingold
layout algorithm [13], this is a force-directed layout
algorithm. Each circle means a node is a blog entry or a
web page, link on the blog. Each of the size is of the
circle of the decision out-degree node. Every arrow refers
to a directed edge direction spread, opposite of a hyperlink.

5. Discussion

Pay attention to the spread of information related to the
content and nature of the attributes of the source of
information. Each basic structure of meaning is the most
important choice of ranking, and three attributes is not
absolutely, because of different types of news articles
and blog exist. Therefore, we analyzed three different
information diffusion characteristics from a different
perspective.

First, we analyze the ranking results of dataset 6, which
is the latest data, in detail. In P

s 
(G

k 
), the top three informa-

tion sources are the official iPad Japanese site, iPad
English site, and Apple site. In total, five official sites exist
in the top 10. In P

g 
(G

k 
), six news articles about the

announcing of the iPad exist in the top 10. In P
t 
(G

k 
), the

first ranked is an Apple iPad event report. Eight news
articles, i.e., four reports about the Apple’s event and
impressions of the iPad, two discussions on the trademark
of the iPad, and two predictions about the next iPhone
and iPhone OS, exist in the top 10. Tables 6 and 7

Quer     Period # entries    # links

1 iPhone 08/7/10–17   10, 801     24, 638

2 Google Street  08/8/5–25    1, 376      5, 342
View

3 Mainichi Daily 08/8/11–25    3, 863     13, 535
News

4 Chidejika 09/4/28–5/12    1, 179      5, 915

5 Google Japanese  09/12/3–15    2, 166      21, 591
Input

6 iPad 10/1/27–2/7    5, 703      47, 678

Table 1. Data Sets Used For Evaluation
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T               #ISs                 #nodes                    #edges

1 9 50 732 810

2 5 43 420 517

3 6 34 406 516

4 5 48 503 749

5 5 42 1,047 1,486

6 10 49 1, 155 1, 429

Table 2. Basic Information about Information Diffusion Networks

Degree P
s 
(G

k 
) P

g 
(G

k 
)

P
s 
(G

k 
)   0.99      -     -

P
g 
(G

k 
)   0.18  0.16     -

P
t 
(G

k 
)   0.49  0.43  0.31

show that both P
s 
(G

k 
)  and P

t 
(G

k 
) tend to give priority to

news articles, but Table 3 shows that the ranking result of
P

g 
(G

k 
) is different from P

t 
(G

k 
).  News articles recommended

by P
g 
(G

k 
) are press releases or quick reports, and news

articles recommended by P
t 
(G

k 
) are event reports or

columns.

Table 3. Information diffusion networks are
mainly constructed

Second, we analyze the ranking results of dataset 2, which
has many CGMs. In P

s 
(G

k 
) and P

g 
(G

k 
), there is no CGM

in the top 5, and there are two CGMs in the top 10. In P
t

(G
k 
) there are four CGMs in the top 5, and there are six

CGMs in the top 10.

Therefore, authoritative information such as an official web
site tends to have a higher value in P

s 
(G

k 
). Objective and

useful material for blogging, such as a news article, tends
to have a higher value in P

g 
(G

k 
). Subjective and controver-

sial information that grows gradually through word of
mouth, such as an impression or a column, tends to have
a higher value in P

t 
(G

k 
).

6. Conclusions

These characteristics have different characteristics, often
preferred different types of information sources, such as
a news conference or columns. We don’t use the text
information are discussed in this paper. A com-the method
and the method based on text link-based would be useful
to improve the quality of the search results. In addition,
the future of the mission is to decide how to design a
sorting function in a real information system.
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